We are WICKED FAITH, a four piece female fronted hard rock band hailing from Norwich,
UK, formed towards the end of 2011
Our sound is a combination of big grooves and huge riffs, combined with catchy melodies
and a large amount of soul. Drawing on a wide range of influences, from the essential key
elements of classic and modern rock and metal through to funk, hip hop, soul and folk, we
have forged a hard hitting and distinctive sound. We pride ourselves on always putting the
song first and firmly believe in taking hard rock to a new exciting place - with a nod to the
past, but a firm eye on the future. In the 18 months since we formed, we have released a 4
track self titled EP, staged a sold out EP launch, played The Waterfront venue in Norwich
four times (most recently as headliner), have appeared on BBC Radio three times, and have
started to gig around the country. We also supported Reckless Love on their 2012 UK tour.
2013 was focussed on completing the recording of our debut album “Under No Illusion”,
which was released on 8th November 2013, and have enclosed a copy for your review.
It features 10 songs that have been written from the inception of this band, and we are
hugely excited, as it's our opportunity to make our musical statement to the world!
Our previous guitarist, Tom Jordan, who played on the album, left the band at the start of
January 2014. However, a mere 4 days later, we auditioned and didn’t hesitate in accepting
the quite incredible Tim Frost into the band. His recruitment, in addition to Matt Dove
(Drums), Becki Webster (Bass) and Jade Murray (Vocals), has cemented our line up to take
us into 2014 and beyond. The band is now truly firing on all cylinders, and with gigs booked
throughout the year across the country, the future has never looked brighter or more
exciting.
If you would like to consider us for any shows, or require any further information, please use
the following contact details:
Email: wickedfaith@hotmail.co.uk
Manager: Mike Colman
07748 102947
Facebook: facebook.com/wickedfaith
Music: http://wickedfaith1.bandcamp.com

